Hope Is a Hidden Star
Two-part Chorus, * Piano, and Optional Cello**

Ranges:          Part I          Part II

Thoughtfully  \( \bullet \) = ca. 84

Hope is a hidden star waiting to be found in the night sky.

Duration: approx. 2:45

*Also available: Performance/Accompaniment CD (99/2287H).

**Cello part is on page 11.
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Miles from the earth below, still it shines for all to see.
Veiled by the light of day, beam-ing again when night falls.
Hope is a hid-den star.
shining down for some-one in need.

Part I

A bit faster

A bit faster

cover the star that shines so bold;
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Part II

\[ \sum \dot{P} \]

Hope may seem lost, but its light is never gone.

Shining all around us, though we...
I may not see its rays, Hope will come a-

II may not see its rays,

cresc.

cresc.

I gain to light our way.

II Hope will come a-

to light our way.